
Installing Technical Preview 2002 – Configuration Manager Endpoint 

In this post, I will show you the install steps and explore new features released.  I am running TP2001.2 

and will be upgrading the version to TP2002. 

Visit below link for more details about TP2002. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/get-started/2020/technical-preview-2002 

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/improvements-to-orchestration-

groups-in-configuration-manager/ba-p/1172845 
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Before we explore new features of TP2002 – I want to fix the warning, we got during pre req check with 
the upgrade. 

 

Open SQL Management Studio – Login 

 



 

 

 

USE CM_TP1 
EXEC spDiagChangeTracking 

 



 

Wait for the query to run and now look at the CT_Days_Old value which is 10 days in my case. This value 

tells you the age (days) of the oldest entry in your syscommittab table. 

To clean up the change tracking data, run the below command in the dedicated administration 

connection. 

USE CM_TP1 
EXEC spDiagChangeTracking @CleanupChangeTracking = 1 

 

Finally take a look at CT_Days_Old value which is now 0. 

With above steps we have fixed the warning.  During next upgrade we will keep a eye on the Pre Req 

warning, if any. 

Now it is time to explore the new features of TP2002. 

1. Evaluate Software Updates after SSU 
2. New Bitlocker Management Settings 
3. Office 365 Updates disconnected from SUP 
4. Orchestration Groups 
5. Proxy support for AAD user/group discovery and AAD group sync 
6. Token based authentication for CMG 
7. Improvements to PXE Responder 
8. Additional Improvements to Task Sequence Progress 
 

I will go through each of them in great details in this document. 



Evaluate Software Updates after SSU 

Configuration Manager now detects if a servicing stack update (SSU) is part of an installation for multiple 

updates. When an SSU is detected, it’s installed first. After install of the SSU, a software update 

evaluation cycle runs to install the remaining updates. This change allows a dependent cumulative 

update to be installed after the servicing stack update. The device doesn’t need to restart between 

installs, and you don’t need to create an additional maintenance window. SSUs are installed first only for 

non-user initiated installs. For instance, if a user initiates an installation for multiple updates from 

Software Center, the SSU might not be installed first. 

New Bitlocker Management Settings 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

Office 365 Updates disconnected from SUP 

You can use a new tool to import Office 365 updates from an internet connected WSUS server into a 

disconnected Configuration Manager environment. Previously when you exported and imported 

metadata for software updated in disconnected environments, you were unable to deploy Office 365 

updates. Office 365 updates require additional metadata downloaded from an Office API and the Office 

CDN, which isn't possible for disconnected environments. 

I will try to write another post later with detailed explanation for O365 Updates. 

Orchestration Groups 

In this technical preview, we've added the following improvements to Orchestration Groups: 
 
Clear the state, such as *Complete or Failed, for an Orchestration Group member so you can rerun the 
orchestration. 
Right-click on the Orchestration Group member and select Reset Orchestration Group Member. 
Start some basic operations like Resource Explorer and Enable Verbose Logging for selected members. 
Updates requiring restarts now work with orchestration. 

 



Proxy support for AAD user/group discovery and AAD group sync 
 

 
 
Token based authentication for CMG 

This feature appears in the What's New workspace of the Configuration Manager console for the 

technical preview branch version 2002, but it released with version 2001.2. 

Improvements in Edge Management 

You can now create a Microsoft Edge application that's set up to receive automatic updates rather than 

having automatic updates disabled. This change allows you to choose to manage updates for Microsoft 

Edge with Configuration Manager or allow Microsoft Edge to automatically update. When creating the 

application, select Allow Microsoft Edge to automatically update the version of the client on the end 

user's device on the Microsoft Edge Settings page. 

 

Improvements to PXE Responder 

The ConfigMgr PXE Responder now sends status messages to the site server. This change makes 

troubleshooting operating system deployments easier. 



Additional Improvements to Task Sequence Progress 

 

This concludes all the new features in TP2002. 

Thanks 

Ram Lan 
14th Feb 2020 
 


